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Abstract

Material understanding is critical for design, geometric
modeling, and analysis of functional objects. We enable
material-aware 3D shape analysis by employing a projective
convolutional neural network architecture to learn material-
aware descriptors from view-based representations of 3D
points for point-wise material classification or material-
aware retrieval. Unfortunately, only a small fraction of
shapes in 3D repositories are labeled with physical mate-
rials, posing a challenge for learning methods. To address
this challenge, we crowdsource a dataset of 3080 3D shapes
with part-wise material labels. We focus on furniture models
which exhibit interesting structure and material variabil-
ity. In addition, we also contribute a high-quality expert-
labeled benchmark of 115 shapes from Herman-Miller and
IKEA for evaluation. We further apply a mesh-aware con-
ditional random field, which incorporates rotational and
reflective symmetries, to smooth our local material predic-
tions across neighboring surface patches. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our learned descriptors for automatic
texturing, material-aware retrieval, and physical simulation.

1. Introduction
Materials and geometry are two essential attributes of

objects that define their function and appearance. The shape
of a metal chair is quite different from that of a wooden one
for reasons of robustness, ergonomics, and manufacturability.
While recent work has studied the analysis and synthesis
of 3D shapes [32, 48], no prior work directly addresses
the inference of physical (as opposed to appearance-driven)
materials from geometry.

Jointly reasoning about materials and geometry can en-
able important applications. Many large online repositories
of 3D shapes have been developed [9], but these lack tags
that associate object parts with physical materials which
hampers natural queries based on materials, e.g., predict-
ing which materials are commonly used for object parts,
retrieving objects composed of similar materials, and simu-
lating how objects behave under real-world physics. Robotic
perception often needs to reason about materials: a glass
tumbler must be manipulated more gently than a steel one,

and a hedge is a softer emergency collision zone for a self-
driving car than a brick wall. The color channel may be
unreliable (e.g., at night), and the primary input is geometric
depth data from LiDAR, time-of-flight, or structured light
scanners. Interactive design tools can suggest a feasible as-
signment of materials for fabricating a modeled shape or
indicate when a choice of materials would be unsuitable.

A key challenge in these applications is to reason about
plausible material assignments from geometry alone, since
color textures are often (in model repositories) or always (in
night-vision robotics or interactive design) absent or unre-
liable. Further, material choices are guided by functional,
aesthetic, and manufacturing considerations. This suggests
that material assignments cannot be inferred simply from
physical simulations, but require real-world knowledge.

In this paper, we address these challenges with a novel
method to compute material-aware descriptors of 3D points
directly from geometry. First, we crowdsource per-part mate-
rial labels for 3D shapes. Second, we train a projective con-
volutional network [18] to learn an embedding of geometric
patches to a material-aware descriptor space. Third, we
curate a benchmark of shapes with expert-labeled material
annotations on which our material descriptors are evaluated.

Learning surface point descriptors for 3D shape data has
been explored in previous approaches for 3D shape segmen-
tation [34] and correspondences [50, 18]. However, there
are challenges with such an approach for our task. First, 3D
shape datasets are limited in size. While the largest image
dataset with material labels comprises ∼437K images [6],
there is no shape dataset with material labels. Second, many
3D shapes in repositories have missing, non-photorealistic,
or inaccurate textures (e.g., a single color for the whole
shape). Material metadata is rarely entered by designers for
3D models. Therefore, it is difficult to automatically infer
material labels. Third, gathering material annotations is a
laborious task, especially for workers who do not have a
strong association of untextured models with corresponding
real-world objects. We address these challenges by design-
ing a crowdsourcing task that enables effective collection of
material annotations.
Our contributions are the following:
• The first large database of 3D shapes with per-part

physical material labels, comprising a smaller expert-
labeled benchmark set and a larger crowdsourced train-
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Figure 1: Left: Our MVCNN takes as input nine renderings of a point from multiple views and scales, passes them through a CNN which
produces 1024-dimensional descriptors, which are then max-pooled over views and passed through a fully connected layer which gives the
final 512-dimensional descriptor. Right: The training pipeline for pairs of points. The network is trained in a Siamese fashion.

ing set, and a crowdsourcing strategy for material label-
ing of 3D shapes.
• A new deep learning approach for extracting material-

aware local descriptors of surface points of untextured
3D shapes, along with a symmetry-aware CRF to make
material predictions more coherent.
• Prototype material-aware applications that use our de-

scriptors for automatic texturing, part retrieval, and
physical simulation.

2. Previous work
We review work on material prediction for shapes and

images, as well as deep neural networks for shapes.

Material prediction for shapes. To make material assign-
ment accessible to inexperienced users Jain et al. [19] pro-
posed a method for automatically predicting reflective prop-
erties of objects. This method relies on a database of 3D
shapes with known reflective properties, and requires data
to be segmented into single-material parts. It uses light-
field shape descriptors [10] to represent part geometry and a
graphical model to encode object or scene structure. Wang et
al. [44] proposed a method for transferring textures from ob-
ject images to 3D models. This approach relies on aligning a
single 3D model to a user-specified image and then uses inter-
shape correspondence to assign the texture to more shapes.
Chen et al. [12] used color and texture statistics in images of
indoor scenes to texture a 3D scene. They require the scene
to be segmented into semantic parts and labeled. All these
methods focus on visual attributes and appeal of the final
renderings. In our work we focus on classifying physical
materials, and do not assume any additional user input such
as an image that matches a 3D shape, or a semantic segmen-
tation. Savva et al. [37] construct a large repository of 3D
shapes with a variety of annotations, including category-level
priors over material labels (e.g., “chairs are on average 42%
fabric, 40% wood, 12% leather, 4% plastic and 2% metal”)
obtained from annotated image datasets [5]. The priors are
not specific to individual shapes. Chen et al. [11] gather
natural language descriptions for 3D shapes that sometimes
include material labels (“This is a brown wooden chair”),

but there is no fine-grained region labeling that can be used
for training. Yang et al. [48] propose a data-driven algorithm
to reshape shape components to a target fabrication mate-
rial. We aim to produce component-independent material
descriptors that can be used for a variety of tasks such as
classification, and we consider materials beyond wood and
metal.

Material prediction for images. Photographs are a rich
source of the appearance of objects. Image-based material
acquisition and measurement has been an active area for
decades; a comprehensive study of image-based measure-
ment techniques can be found in [46]. Material prediction
“in the wild”, i.e., in uncontrolled non-laboratory settings,
has recently gained more interest fueled by the availability of
datasets like the Flickr Materials Database [27, 38], Describ-
able Textures Dataset [13], OpenSurfaces [5], and Materials
in Context [6]. Past techniques identified features such as
gradient distributions along image edges [27], but recently
deep learning has set new records for material recognition
([13, 6]). In our work, we focus on renderings of untextured
shapes rather than photographs of real world scenes.

Deep neural networks for shape analysis. A variety of
neural network architectures have been proposed for both
global (classification) and local (segmentation, correspon-
dences) reasoning about 3D shapes. The variety of models
is in large part due to the fact that unlike 2D images, which
are almost always stored as raster grids of pixels, there is
no single standard representation for 3D shapes. Hence,
neural networks based on polygon meshes [31, 7], 2D ren-
derings [41, 20, 18], local descriptors after spectral align-
ment [49], unordered point sets [45, 25, 34, 35, 40], canon-
icalized meshes [30], dense voxel grids [47, 14, 33], voxel
octrees [36, 43], and collections of surface patches [15], have
been developed. Bronstein et al. [8] provide an excellent
survey of spectral, patch and graph-based approaches. Fur-
thermore, methods such as [26] have been proposed for
dense shape correspondences. Our goal is to learn features
that reflect physical material composition, rather than repre-
sentations that reflect geometric or semantic similarity. Our
specific architecture derives from projective, or multi-view



convolutional networks for local shape analysis [20, 18],
which are good at identifying fine-resolution features (e.g.,
feature curves on shapes, hard/smooth edges) that are use-
ful to discriminate between material classes. However, our
approach is conceptually agnostic to the network used to pro-
cess shapes, and other volumetric, spectral, or graph-based
approaches could be used instead.

3. Data Collection
We collected a crowd-sourced training set of 3080 3D

shapes annotated with per-component material labels. We
also created a benchmark of 115 3D shapes with verified
material annotations to serve as ground-truth. Both datasets
will be made publicly available.

3.1. 3D Training Shapes
Our 3D training shapes originate from the ShapeNet v2

repository [9]. We picked shapes from three categories with
interesting material and structural variability: 6778 chairs,
8436 tables and 1571 cabinets. To crowd-source reliable
material annotations for these shapes, we further pruned the
original shapes as follows.

First, observing that workers are error-prone on texture-
less shapes, we removed shapes that did not include any
texture references. These account for 32.2% of the original
shapes. Second, to avoid relying on crowd workers for
tedious manual material-based mesh segmentation, we only
included shapes with pre-existing components (i.e., groups
in their OBJ format). We also removed over-segmented
meshes (> 20 components), since these tended to have tiny
parts that are too laborious to label. Meshes without any,
or with too many components accounted for an additional
17.1% of the original shapes. Third, to remove low-quality
meshes that often resulted in rendering artifacts and further
material ambiguity, we pruned shapes with fewer than 500
triangles/vertices (another 30.8% of the dataset). Finally,
after removing duplicates, the remaining shapes were 1453
chairs, 1460 tables, and 218 cabinets, summing to a total of
3131 shapes to be labelled.

To gather material annotations for the components of
these shapes, we created questionnaires released through the
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) service. Each question-
naire had 20 queries (see supplementary for interface). Four
different rendered views covering the front, sides and back
of the textured 3D shape were shown. At the foot of the
page, a single shape component was highlighted. Each query
highlighted a different component. Workers were asked to
select a label from a set of materialsM for the highlighted
component. The set of materials wasM = {wood, plastic,
metal, glass, fabric (including leather)}. We selected this
set to cover materials commonly found in furniture available
in ShapeNet. We deliberately did not allow workers to select
multiple materials to ensure they picked the most plausible
material given the textured component rendering. We also
provided a “null” option, with associated text “cannot tell /
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Figure 2: (a) Distribution of answers in our questionnaires (b) Dis-
tribution of material labels assigned to the components of our train-
ing dataset.

none of the above” so users could flag components whose
material they found impossible to guess. Our original list
of materials also included stone, but workers chose this op-
tion only for a small fraction of components (∼0.5%), and
thus we excluded it from training and testing. Preliminary
versions of the questionnaire showed that users often had
trouble telling apart metal from plastic components. We
believe the reason was that metal and plastic components
sometimes have similar texture and color. Thus, we provided
an additional option “metal or plastic”. We note that our
training procedure utilized this multi-material option, which
is still partially informative as it excludes other materials.

Out of the 20 queries in each questionnaire, 3 of them
were “sentinels” i.e., components whose correct material
was clearly visible, unambiguous and confirmed by us. We
used these sentinels to check worker reliability. Users who
incorrectly labelled any sentinel or selected “null” for more
than half of the questions were ignored. In total, 7370 work-
ers participated in our data collection out of which 23.7%
were deemed as “unreliable”. All workers were compensated
with $0.25 for completing a questionnaire. On average, 5.2
minutes were spent per questionnaire.

Each component received 5 answers (votes). The distri-
bution of votes is shown in Figure 2(a). If 4 or 5 out of 5
votes for a component agreed, we considered this a consen-
sus vote. 15835 components received such consensus, of
which 547 components had consensus on the “null” option.
Thus, 15288 components (out of 19096 i.e., 80.1%) acquired
material labels. We further checked and included 635 com-
ponents with transparent textures and confirmed they were
all glass. In total, we collected 15923 labeled components
in 3080 shapes. The distribution of material labels is shown
in Figure 2(b). For training, we kept only shapes with a
majority of components labeled (2134 shapes).

3.2. 3D Benchmark Shapes
The 3D benchmark shapes originated from Herman

Miller’s online catalog [2] and 3D Warehouse [1]. All shapes
were stored as meshes and chosen because they had explicit
references to product names and descriptions from a corre-
sponding manufacturer: IKEA [3] or Herman Miller. This
dataset has 40 chairs, 47 tables and 28 cabinets. Expert an-
notators assigned material labels to all shape components



through direct visual reference to corresponding manufactur-
ers’ product images as well as information from the textual
product descriptions. Such annotation is not scalable, hence
this dataset is relatively small and used purely for evaluation.
See supplementary for distribution of labeled parts.

4. Network Architecture and Training
Our method trains a convolutional network that embeds

surface points of 3D shapes in a high-dimensional descrip-
tor space. To perform this embedding, our network learns
“material-aware” descriptors for points through a multi-task
optimization procedure.

4.1. Network architecture
To learn material-aware descriptors, we use the architec-

ture visualized in Figure 1. The network follows a multi-
view architecture [20, 18]. Other architectures could also be
considered, e.g. volumetric [47, 50], spectral [31, 7, 8], or
point-based [34, 40].

We follow Huang et al.’s [18] multi-view architecture.
We render 9 images around each surface point s with a
Phong shader and a single directional light along the view-
ing axis. The rendered images depict local surface neigh-
borhoods around each point from distances of 0.25, 0.5 and
1.0 times the shape’s bounding sphere radius. The camera
up vectors are aligned with the shape’s upright axis, as we
assume shapes to be consistently upright-oriented. The view-
points are selected to maximize surface coverage and avoid
self-occlusion [18]. In Huang et al.’s architecture [18], the
images per point are processed through AlexNet branches
[23] Because view-based representations for 3D shapes are
somewhat similar to 2D images, we chose to use GoogLeNet
[42] instead, which achieved strong results for 2D material
recognition [6]. Alternatives like VGG [39] yielded no no-
table differences. We tried rendering 36 views as in Huang
et al.’s work, but since ShapeNet shapes are upright-oriented,
we found that 9 upright-oriented views were equivalent.

In our GoogLeNet-based MVCNN, we aggregate the
1024D output from the 7x7 pooling layer after “inception
5b” for each of our 9 views with a max view-pooling layer
[41]. This aggregated feature is reduced to a 512D descrip-
tor. A subsequent classification layer and sigmoid layer
compute classification scores. For training, all parameters
are initialized with the trained model from [6], except for
the dimensionality reduction layer and classification layer
whose parameters are initialized randomly from a Gaussian
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01.

Structured material predictions. Figure 3 visualizes the
per-point material label predictions for a characteristic in-
put mesh. Note that self-occlusions and non-discriminative
views can cause erroneous predictions. Further, symmetric
parts (e.g., left and right chair legs) lack consistency in ma-
terial predictions, since long-range dependencies between
surface points are not explicitly considered in our network.

Finally, network material predictions are limited only to
surface points, and not throughout the whole shape.

To address these challenges, the last part of our architec-
ture incorporates a structured probabilistic model, namely
a Conditional Random Field [24] (CRF). The CRF models
both local and long-range dependencies in the material pre-
dictions across the input surface represented as a polygon
mesh, and also projects the point-based predictions onto the
input mesh. We treat the material predictions on the surface
as binary random variables. There are |M| such variables
per input polygon, each indicating the presence/absence of
a particular material. Note that this formulation accommo-
dates multi-material predictions.

Our CRF incorporates: (a) unary factors that evaluate the
probability of polygons to be labeled according to predicted
point material labels, (b) pairwise factors that promote the
same material label for adjacent polygons with low dihedral
angle, (c) pairwise factors that promote the same material
label for polygons whose geodesic distance is small, (d)
pairwise factors that promote the same material label for
polygons related under symmetry. Specifically, given all
surface random variables Cs for an input shape s, the joint
distribution is expressed as follows:

P (Cs)=
1

Zs

∏
m,f

φunary(Cm,f )
∏

m,f,f ′∈Adj

φadj(Cm,f , Cm,f ′)

∏
m, f,f ′

φdist(Cm,f , Cm,f ′)
∏

m, f,f ′

φsym(Cm,f , Cm,f ′)

where Cm,f is the binary variable indicating if face f is la-
beled with material m, and Zs is a normalization constant.
The unary factor sets the label probabilities of the surface
point nearest to face f according to the network output. The
pairwise factors φadj(Cm,f , Cm,f ′) encode pairwise interac-
tions between adjacent faces, following previous CRFs for
mesh segmentation [20]. Specifically, we define a factor
favoring the same material label prediction for neighbor-
ing polygons (f, f ′) with similar normals. Given the angle
ωf,f ′ between their normals (ωf,f ′ is divided by π to map it
between [0, 1]), the factor is defined as follows:
φadj(Cm,f = l, Cm,f ′ = l′)=exp

(
−wm,a ·wm,l,l′ ·ω2

f,f ′

)
, l= l′

exp
(
−wm,a ·wm,l,l′ ·(1−ω2

f,f ′)
)
, l 6= l′

where l and l′ represent the {0, 1} binary labels for adja-
cent faces {f, f ′}, wm,a and wm,l,l′ are learned factor- and
material-dependent weights. The factors φadj(Cm,f , Cm,f ′)
favor similar labels for polygons f , f ′ which are spatially
close (according to geodesic distance df,f ′ ) and also belong
to the same connected component:
φdist(Cm,f = l, Cm,f ′ = l′)=exp

(
−wm,d ·wm,l,l′ ·d2f,f ′

)
, l= l′

exp
(
−wm,d ·wm,l,l′ ·(1− d2f,f ′)

)
, l 6= l′
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Figure 3: From left to right: Ground Truth, Per-Point Prediction from network, Post-CRF without symmetry factors, Post-CRF with
symmetry factors. Note that the material labeling of our CRF with symmetry is almost in total agreement with ground-truth materials except
for the plastic table leg caps (bottom of the legs) which are plastic, but are labeled as “metal or plastic” from our CRF.

where the weights wm,d and wm,l,l′ are learned factor- and
material-dependent parameters, and df,f ′ represents the
geodesic distance between f and f ′, normalized to [0, 1].

Finally, our CRF incorporates symmetry-aware factors.
We note that such symmetry-aware factors were not con-
sidered before in other CRF-based mesh segmentation ap-
proaches. Specifically, our factors φsymm(Cm,f , Cm,f ′) fa-
vor similar labels for polygons f , f ′ which are related under
a symmetry. We detect rotational and reflective symmetries
between components by matching surface patches through
ICP, extracting their mapping transformations, and grouping
them together when they undergo a similar transformation
following Lun et al. [28, 29]. The symmetry-aware factors
are expressed as:

φsymm(Cm,f = l, Cm,f ′ = l′)=exp
(
−wm,s ·wm,l,l′ ·s2f,f ′

)
, l= l′

exp
(
−wm,s ·wm,l,l′ ·(1− s2f,f ′)

)
, l 6= l′

where the weights wm,s and wm,l,l′ are learned factor- and
label-dependent parameters, and sf,f ′ expresses the Eu-
clidean distance between face centers after applying the
detected symmetry.

Exact inference in this probabilistic model is intractable.
Thus we use mean-field inference to approximate the most
likely joint assignment to all random variables (Algorithm
11.7 of [22]). Figure 3 shows material predictions over the
input mesh after performing inference in the CRF with and
without symmetry factors.

4.2. Training
To train the network, we sample 150 evenly-distributed

surface points from each of our 3D training shapes. Points
lacking a material label, or externally invisible, are discarded.
The remaining points are subsampled to 75 per shape to
fit memory constraints. The network is trained end-to-end
with a multi-task loss function that includes a multi-class
binary cross-entropy loss for material classification and a
contrastive loss [16] to align 3D points in descriptor space
[31] according to their underlying material (Figure 1 (right)).
Specifically, given: (i) a set of training surface points S from
3D shapes, (ii) a “positive” set P consisting of surface point
pairs labeled with the same material label, (iii) a “negative”

set N consisting of surface point pairs that do not share any
material labels, (iv) binary indicator values tm,p per training
point p ∈ S and label m ∈M (equal to 1 when p is labeled
with label m, 0 otherwise), the network parameters w are
trained according to the following multi-task loss function:

L(w)=λclassLclass(w) + λcontrLcontr(w)

The loss function is composed of the following terms:

Lclass(w)=
∑
p∈S

∑
m∈M

[tm,p logP (Cm,p = 1 | fp,w)+

(1− tm,p) log(1− P (Cm,p = 1 | fp,w))]

Lcontr(w)= [
∑

p,q∈P
D2(fp, fq)+∑

p,q∈N
max(M −D(fp, fq), 0)

2]

where P (Cm,p = 1 | fp,w) represents the probability of
our network to assign the material m to the surface point p
according to its descriptor fp, D2(fp, fq) measures squared
Euclidean distances between the normalized image and sur-
face point descriptors, and M is a margin typically used in
constrastive loss (we set it to

√
0.2 − 0.2). The loss terms

have weights λclass = 0.016 & λcontr = 1.0 which were
selected empirically to balance the terms to have same or-
der of magnitude during training time. We will refer to the
network optimized with this loss as “Multitask”. We also
experiment with a variant that utilizes solely classification
loss. In this case λclass = 1.0 & λcontr = 0.0. We will refer to
this network as “Classification”. Note that in both Multitask
and Classification, the classification layer is trained with
an effective loss weight of λclass = 1.0. For Multitask, the
learning rate multiplier of the classification layer is increased
to compensate for λclass = 0.016.

Multitask training is performed with Adam [21] with
learning rate 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. The network is
trained in cycles of 100K iterations. We choose a stopping
point when losses converge on a validation set, which occurs
by the end of the second cycle. In order to optimize for
the contrastive loss, the network is trained in a Siamese
fashion with two branches that share weights (see Fig. 1
right). Classification training is performed through stochastic
gradient descent with momentum. The initial learning rate



is set to 0.001 and momentum is set to 0.9. The learning
rate policy is polynomial decay with power 0.5. L2 weight
decay is set to 0.0002. We train Classification for two cycles
of 100K iterations. In the second cycle, the initial learning
rate is reduced to 0.0001 and momentum is reduced to 0.4.
Note that variants of both optimization procedures were tried
for both loss functions and that we only report the optimal
settings here. We also note that we tried contrastive-only
loss but it did not perform as well as the variants here.

During training, point pairs are sampled from P and N
with a 1:4 ratio with the intuition that learning to separate dif-
ferent classes in descriptor space is more difficult than group-
ing the same class together. To balance material classes, we
explicitly cycle through all material pair combinations when
sampling pairs. For example, if we sample a negative wood-
glass pair, subsequent negative pairs will not be wood-glass
until all other combinations have been sampled. Because it is
possible for points to have multiple ground truth labels (e.g.
metal or plastic), we ensure that negative pairs do not share
any ground truth labels. For example, if we try to sample
a plastic-metal pair and we draw a metal or plastic point
paired with a metal point, this pair would be discarded and
re-sampled until a true negative plastic-metal pair is drawn.
On a Pascal Titan X GPU, training with batchsize 5 takes
about 12 hours per 100K iterations.
CRF training. The CRF module is trained to maximize
the log-likelihood of the material labelings in our training
meshes [22] on average:

L =
1

|T |
∑
s∈T

logP (Cs = Ts)

where Ts are ground-truth binary material labels per poly-
gon in the training shape s from our training shape set T . We
use gradient descent and initialize the CRF weights to 1 [20].
Training takes ∼8 hours on a Xeon E5-2630 v4 processor.

5. Results
5.1. Evaluation

We evaluate our approach in a series of experiments. For
our test set, we sample 5K evenly-distributed surface points
from each of 115 benchmark test shapes. We discard exter-
nally invisible points, and evenly subsample the rest to 1024
points per shape. Our final test set consists of 117K points.
See supplementary for distribution of points.
Material-aware descriptors. Mean precision for k near-
est neighbor retrievals is computed by averaging the number
of neighbors that share a ground truth label with the query
point over the number of retrieved points (k). Nearest neigh-
bors are retrieved in descriptor space from a class-balanced
subset of training points. Mean precision by class is com-
puted by computing the mean precision for subsets of the
test set containing only test points that belong to the class of
interest. Table 1 summarizes the mean precision at varying
values of k. Both Classification and Multitask variations

Mean Wood Glass Metal Fabric Plastic

Classif.
k=1 55.7 76.4 34.3 65.0 56.1 46.7

k=30 56.9 75.3 41.1 64.9 55.3 47.6

k=100 57.3 75.1 43.0 64.9 55.5 48.0

Multitask
k=1 56.2 62.2 40.8 68.6 58.0 51.2

k=30 56.2 61.0 42.6 68.9 57.4 51.1

k=100 56.6 60.7 44.7 68.7 57.4 51.5

Table 1: Precision (%) at k nearest neighbors in descriptor space.

achieve similar mean class precision at all values of k. Fur-
thermore, note that the Multitask variation achieves better
precision than the Classification variation over all values of
k in every class except for wood. We believe this is likely
because the contrastive loss component of multi-task loss
encourages distance between clusters of dissimilar classes
while classification-only loss encourages the clusters to be
separable without necessarily being far apart. Therefore it is
less likely for Multitask descriptors to have nearby neighbors
from a different cluster.

Material prediction. To demonstrate that our descriptors
are useful for material classification, we evaluate the learned
classifier on our test shapes. We measure the top-1 accuracy
per material label. The top-1 accuracy of a label prediction
for a given point is 1 if the point has that label according
to ground-truth, and 0 otherwise. If the point has multiple
ground-truth labels, the accuracy is averaged over them. The
top-1 accuracy for a material label is computed by averaging
this measure over all surface points. These numbers are
summarized in Table 2.

We note that both Classification and Multitask variations
produce similar mean class top-1 accuracies. However, the
Classification variation exhibits a larger variance in its top-1
class accuracies, with better wood accuracy in exchange for
worse glass and fabric accuracies compared to the Multi-
task variation. After applying the CRF, both variations have
improved top-1 accuracies for all classes except for glass.
Glass prediction accuracy remains almost the same for the
Multitask variation, but drops drastically for Classification.
We suspect that this occurs because glass parts sometimes
share similar geometry with wooden parts in furniture (for
example, flat tabletops or flat cabinet doors may be made
of either glass or wood). In this case, several point-wise
predictions will compete for both glass and wood. If more of
these predictions are wood rather than glass, it is likely the
CRF will smooth out the predictions towards wood, which
will result in performance drop for glass predictions. Fig. 4
shows top-1 prediction confusion matrices. Wood points are
often predicted correctly, yet sometimes are confused with
metal. Glass points are often confused with wood points.
Fabric is occasionally confused with plastic or wood. These
confusions often happen for chairs with thin leather backs
or thin seat cushions. Plastic is occasionally confused with



Network Mean Wood Glass Metal Fabric Plastic

MINC-bw 38 1.2 38 65 20 65
Classif. 65 82 53 72 62 55
C+CRF 66 85 36 77 66 65
Multitask 66 68 65 72 70 53
MT+CRF 71 75 64 74 74 68

Table 2: Top-1 material classification accuracy (%). Baseline
MINC-bw is MINC [6] trained on greyscale photos and tested on
untextured 3D renderings.

(a) Multitask (b) Multitask + CRF

Figure 4: Confusion matrices for Top-1 classification predictions.
Rows are ground truths and columns are predictions.
metal. This is due to parts that are thin rounded cylinders
often used in both metal and plastic-made components. Fur-
thermore, the proportion of plastic labels to “metal or plastic”
labels is low in our training dataset, which makes the learn-
ing less reliable in the case of plastic. In both variations,
there is a bias towards wood predictions. This is likely due
to the abundance of wooden parts in real-world furniture
designs reflected in our datasets. However, the bias is less
pronounced in the Multitask variation. Thus we believe
that the Multitask variation is better for a more balanced
generalization performance across classes.
Effect of Number of Views. To study the effect of the
number of views, we train the MVCNN with 3 views (1
viewpoint, 3 distances) and compare to our results above
with 9 views (3 viewpoints, 3 distances): see Table 3. Mul-
tiple viewpoints are advantageous.

5.2. Material-aware Applications
We illustrate the utility of the material-aware descriptors
learned by our method in some prototype applications.
Texturing. Given the material-aware segmentation pro-
duced by our method, we can automatically texture a 3D
mesh based on the predicted material of its faces. Such a

Network Mean Wood Glass Metal Fabric Plastic

C 3view 59 81 41 71 60 40
C 9view 65 82 53 72 62 55
MT 3view 56 45 71 85 65 15
MT 9view 66 68 65 72 70 53

Table 3: Top-1 classification accuracy (%) for 3 views vs 9 views.

Figure 5: After material-aware segmentation of these representa-
tive shapes from our test set, shaders and textures corresponding to
wood, glass, fabric, plastic and metal were applied to their faces.

tool can be used to automate texturing for new shapes or for
collectively texturing existing shape collections. If the mesh
does not have UV coordinates, we generate them automat-
ically by simultaneous multi-plane unwrapping. Then, we
apply a texture to each mesh face according to the physical
material predicted by the material-aware segmentation. We
have designed representative textures for each of the physi-
cal materials predicted by our method (wood, plastic, metal,
glass, fabric). Resulting renderings for a few of the meshes
from our test set can be seen in Figure 5.

Retrieval of 3D parts. Given a query 3D shape part from
our test set, we can search for geometrically similar 3D
parts in the training dataset. However, retrieval based on
a geometric descriptor can return parts with inconsistent
materials (see Figure 6(a)) whereas a designer might want
to find geometrically similar parts with consistent materials
(e.g. to replace the query part or its texture with a compatible
database part) In Figure 6(b), we show retrieval results when
we use both a geometric descriptor along with a simple
material compatibility check. Our pipeline is used to obtain
the material label for the untextured query part. Then, we
retrieve geometrically similar parts from our training set
whose crowdsourced material label agrees with the predicted
one. For our prototype, we used the multi-view CNN of Su
et al. [41] to compute geometric descriptors of parts.

Physical Simulation. Our material prediction pipeline al-
lows us to perform simulation-based analysis of raw geo-
metric shapes without any manual annotation of density,
elasticity or other physical properties. This kind of visual-
ization can be useful in interactive design applications to
assist designers as they create models. In Figure 7, we show
a prototype application which takes as input an unannotated
polygon mesh, and simulates the effect of a downward force
on it assuming the ground contact points are fixed. The ma-
terial properties of the shape are predicted using a lookup
table which maps material labels predicted by our method
to representative density and elasticity values. We use the
Vega toolkit [4] to select the force application region and
deform the mesh under a downward impulse of 4800 N·s
evenly distributed over this area. For this prototype, we ig-
nore fracture effects and internal cavities, and assume the



query part
(labeled fabric

by our method)

(a) geometry-based retrieval

(b) geometry+material-based retrieval
fabric fabric fabric

wood wood metal

query part
(labeled wood

   by our method)

wood wood wood
(b) geometry+material-based retrieval

fabric fabric fabric
(a) geometry-based retrieval

Figure 6: Given a query (untextured) part of a 3D shape and its
material label predicted by our method, we can search for geomet-
rically similar parts by considering (a) geometric descriptors alone,
or (b) geometric descriptors together with material labels. Note
that we discard any retrieved parts that are near duplicates of the
query parts to promote more diversity in the retrieved results.

material is perfectly elastic. An implicit Newmark integrator
performs finite element analysis over a voxelized (1003) ver-
sion of the shape. The renderings in Figure 7 show both the
local surface strain (area distortion) as well as the induced
deformation of shapes with different material compositions.

6. Conclusion
We presented a supervised learning pipeline to compute

material-aware local descriptors for untextured 3D shapes,
and developed the first crowdsourced dataset of 3D shapes
with per-part physical material labels. Our learning method
employs a projective convolution network in a Siamese
setup, and material predictions inferred from this pipeline
are smoothed by a symmetry-aware conditional random field.
Our dataset uses a carefully designed crowdsourcing strategy
to gather reasonably reliable labels for thousands of shapes,
and an expert labeling procedure to generate ground truth
labels for a smaller benchmark set used for evaluation. We
demonstrated prototype applications leveraging the learned
descriptors, and are placing the dataset in the public do-
main to drive future research in material-aware geometry

(a) Wood: ρ = 900 kg/m3,
E = 12.6 GPa, ν = 0.45

(b) Metal: ρ = 8050 kg/m3,
E = 200 GPa, ν = 0.3

Figure 7: A downward impulse of 4800 N·s distributed over a
chair seat (pink arrow) induces deformation (ignoring fracture and
cavities). The left images show surface strain (area distortion),
with blue = low and red = high. The corresponding deformation
is visualized in the right images, with beige indicating the original
shape and blue the overlaid deformed result. Wood, with much
lower density (ρ) and Young’s modulus (E), and higher Poisson’s
ratio (ν), is more strongly deformed than the stiffer metal (steel).

processing.
Our work is a first step and has several limitations. Our

experiments have studied only a small set of materials, with
tolerably discriminative geometric differences between their
typical parts. Our projective architecture depends on ren-
dered images and can hence process only visible parts of
shapes. Also, our CRF-based smoothing is only a weak reg-
ularizer and cannot correct gross inaccuracies in the unary
predictions. Addressing these limitations would be promis-
ing avenues for future work.

We believe that the joint analysis of physical materials
and object geometry is an exciting and little-explored direc-
tion for shape analysis and design. Recent work on func-
tional shape analysis [17] has been driven by priors based on
physical simulation, mechanical compatibility or human in-
teraction. Material-aware analysis presents a rich orthogonal
direction that directly influences the function and fabricabil-
ity of shapes. It would be interesting to combine annotations
from 2D and 3D datasets to learn better material predic-
tion models. It would also be interesting to reason about
parametrized or fine-grained materials, such as different
types of wood or metal, with varying physical properties. As
a driving application, interactive modeling tools that provide
continuous material-aware feedback on the shape being mod-
eled could significantly aid real-world design tasks. Finally,
there is significant scope for developing “material palettes”
– probabilistic models of material co-use that take into ac-
count many intersectional design factors such as function,
aesthetics, manufacturability and cost.
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